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Wengatz

toy ape stirs campus attitudes

by Mike Reger
Echo News Editor

Last week the Black Cultural
Society (the black sutdents of
Taylor) presented Black History
week for the fourth year on the
Taylor campus. This week is set
aside each February for the
acknowledgdment of the Black's
history as well as teaching their
culture to others.
However, this Black History
week has had more impact on the
Taylor community than any in
the past. It has affected many
students and professors in a way
that demands a reaction of some
type.
It was reported by blacks last
week that Taylor as a whole does
not recognize them as a group
but tends to see them as in

dividuals. in cnapei Friday Eric hung by the neck from a second
Jarman, speaker, asked to be story window in Wengatz Hall.
identified as a black with his own Upon sighting this, both black
history that he is very proud of. and white students grew unhappy
Jarman also stated that many and reported the incident to Walt
students and faculty members Campbell, Director of Student
said things that hurt him deeply Development, who removed the
and were very insensitive to plastic animal from the window.
blacks. He asked that this be
stopped and that there should!
'rumors and gossip
no longer be prejudice on the
Christian campus of Taylor.
must stop'
Jarman also suggested that to do
this (remove prejudice) some
•Campbell
type of an educational program
in minority studies should be set
Campbell stated that the act
up.
was very insensitive to the blacks
During the Black History week and that he felt all students
one incident occured that brought should know better than to
the attention of professors and exhibit such actions. It was also
students alike. It was reported stated that the blacks took the
incident
personally
and
that a model of a black ape was
demanded an apology from the
inhabitants of the room who were
responsible for the happening.
On Thursday of last week
Sociology professor Ka Tong Gaw
presented this statement to the
Taylor faculty at their weekly
meeting: "As a Christian, a
member of the third world, and a
faculty member in a Christian
college, I deplore the totally
unpardonable and absolutely
unconsciencable racist act of a
few male students in the act of
symbolic lynching by hanging a
black effigy in one of the windows
of Wengatz Hall."
The ECHO talked to the
residents of the room in question
and got their views on the in
cident. The Students, Andy Mills,
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'ice didn't realize
the meaning ,
•Fritz
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Convicted Watergate lawyer, Donald Segretti, will speak
March 9 at 7::5(> p.m. in the Chapel-Auditorium (see story
below),

Ken Pritz and Jim Anderson
stated "We are sorry that
students interpreted the incident
as a racial slure, but the real
meaning behind the whole thing
was a joke on Andy, a T.U. guard
on the football team, the ape is

odds n'e n d s

Convict Segretti Speaks
Literary contest enas
S.U.B. will present Donald
Segretti, convicted campaign
lawyer under the administration
of President Nixon. Segretti, who
pleaded guilty to illegal cam
paign practices, will speak at the
Rediger
Chapel-Auditorium
March 9 at 7:30 p.m. He will also
be speaking in classes that day.
The War Memorial Coliseum in
Fort Wayne will be presenting
the following:
Peter Gabriel - March 8 at
Embassy. 8 p.m. $6.50 and $5.50.
Gary Wright - March 17 at
Coliseum. 7:30 p.m. $6.00 ad
vance, $7.00 day of show.
Kansas - March 24 at Coliseum.
7:30 p.m. $6.00 advance, $7.00
dayfmf show.
Tickets are available at the
Coliseum.

The ECHO is now taking votes
for the Miss Salad Bar contest. To
vote send your candidate to Miss
Salad Bar, care-of The ECHO,
Campus Mail, Entries must be
sent in by Tuesday, March 8. To
qualify as a candidate the girl
must make at least 2 trips to the
salad bar per meal, and dress in a
flashy manner. Good Luck Girls.

Next week will mark the end of
the ECHO'S literary contest.
Entries may still be handed in
to the Editor's desk, typed double
spaced, by Monday at 7:00 p.m.
The work will be judged by the
editorial board with the award
being announced in the March 18
issue of the ECHO.

The Paul Winter Concert, a
unique instrumental ensemble,
will present benefit concerts on
March 22 and 23 for Cathedral
Arts, Inc. in Christ Church
Cathedral on Momument Circle
with performances at 6:30 and
9:00 p.m. on each night.
The current Concert consists of
David Darling, cello; Robert
Chappel, keyboards, guitar, and
percussion; Ben Carriel, kettle
drums and marimbas; and
Tigger Benford, traps and hand
percussion. Together they weave
the oldest (Gregorian chants)
and the newest (electrified in
struments) and the least familiar
(African and Eastern forms) into
music that sounds exactly right
for today and goes beyond
everything heard before.

supposed to resemble him. The
men also added that the person
that hung the ape out the window
does not live on campus and had
no connotation of the blacks in his
action. The following is a
description of the ape: 18 by 8
inches, black, with red mouth and
eyes, wearing a white jock strap
and has a green football helmet
on its head. There are football
num bers on its back.
The ECHO asked Mills, Pritz
and Anderson their reaction to
Gaw's statement concerning
, their "racist" action. They
replied, "it was the ignorance on
peoples' part like his (Gaw) that
caused the incident to blow-up.
We feel that people jumped to
conclusions before finding out the
real meaning behind the incident.
We would have removed the
monkey from tne window had
someone simply asked us: we
didn't realize the meaning of the
action to the blacks."
Following this incident a
committee of black students, the
administration and Mills, Pritz
and Anderson met to iron out the
difficulties.

we can begin
to heaF
• Campbell
Gaw added in reference to his
statement that he had received
the information of the symbolic
hanging and was deplored by the
insensitivity of people whether it
was Black History week or not.
Gaw stated, "In order to change

racial attitudes we must: 1) Have
an institutionalized effort-a toD
priority to include the education
of cultures, etc. . . This move
would come from the Board of
Trustees and administration. 2)
We should make it known in the
admission process that Taylor
offers a multi-cultural program
me same way it states no
drinking. 3) The faculty needs to
change much of their racial at
titudes, we do not dare forget that
students are hurt by faculty, as
well as by students." Gaw con
cluded by saying that he felt
blacks experience some kind of
•oppression daily and whites are
insensitive to them.
The ECHO talked to Walt
Campbell to obtain his views on
the matter. Campbell stated he
understands the backgrounds of
Blacks and also feels that whites
can be very insensitive. Camp
bell went on to add "My hope is
that the T.U. community, which
seems to be lashed-out at by
students, but is actually made up
of students, can begin to heal and
come together through what we
have learned about each other
during last week. I also feel that
we need to model our faith by
looking for the answers to healing
the campus as a whole instead of
as individuals. We don't need to
defend our positions but try and
understand others."
"The rumor and gossip,"
stated Campbell, "will have to
stop and we must not fall into the
trap of looking at others lives and
determining ours by what they
do. We must make our own
relationship with God."
News Editor's Note-The Black
Cultural Society refrained from
comment when interviewed for
this article.

Changes ahead for
TU food service
by Charlie Humberd1
The Food Service Committee
met last Thursday in the Banquet
Room of the Dining Commons.
Most of the discussion centered
on planning the menu cycle for
this Spring. The current cycle
runs for three weeks with most
items appearing once and more
popular items appearing 2 or 3
times. Discussion was on
repeating some items and
deleting others. Based on the
realization that we can't satisfy
all the people all the time or even
some of the people all the time,
we ask you that if you have any
favorite or not so favorite
selections let us know. That's the
only way they will appear or not
appear on the menu. We
especially need your help on such
items as Taco night, grilled
peanutbutter and jelly sand
wiches, and bologna buffet.
Suggestions already being
considered are: Casseroles
(macaroni & cheese, spaghetti,
etc.) along with cold cuts or chill
dogs or soup on Sunday nights.
Tidbits and explanations:
— another type of fried potato
may be available soon
—onion rings may be served
occasionally but not often due to
the cost.

—cheese on the salad bar is
also costly but is a possibility
sometimes (chef salad night is
coming soon!)
—honey may be available for
breakfast.
—peanutbutter
is
also
available if you don't mind the
mess the 200 people ahead of you
left.
—such salad dressings as blue
cheese, green goddess, sweet &
sour, and catilina are sometimes
not as available or inexpensive as
the basic three: Italian, French &
thousand island.
—root beer is not in the soaa
dispensers because it will per
meate the tubing and any other
drink run through that tubing will
taste like root beer.
We are anxious to hear your
reacitons to these topics and
explanations.
Give
your
suggestions to any Beef Board,
Senator, or Food Service Com
mittee Member (Charlie Hum
berd -W, Marianne Carter-E,
Mark Renard-W, Tim HagmireW, Mark Coy-W, Linda Turnor-?,
Sandy Stroup-O, Stephanie
Vincent-S, Bea Weally-S, Scott
Reese-Sw, Lynne Cavin-E, Kathy
Solin-E).
What you eat this Spring
depends on what you tell us
NOW!
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AS WE SEE IT
I would venture to say that last Friday's
chapel was the most controversial of the year.
Many people were probably startled, as I was, by the force used by Eric Jarman. I'm sure some
were offended Some were perhaps touched
deeply by it, and others may have dismissed it as
an emotional outburst. But, be that as it may,
there was a message within the ideas expounded
by both Eric Jarman and William Chesley.
This message is that they have been sorely
disappointed by Taylor University. They came
here expecting to be accepted by their Christian
brothers and sisters, not in spite of their color or
their cultural background, but along with it. But
they found what was present everywhere else:
prejudice and racism.
Thus they have found it necessary to stress
their blackness above all else. As Eric said early
in his speech, it is important for him to stand up
for his blackness. What is our reacton to that?
Well, my first reaction was "No, we need to play
down the color difference. Your color difference
is not important, but your culture difference is."
But then I realized that the color difference
causes the culture difference, and therefore we
must not try to ignore the color difference, but
we must recognize it and recognize that there is
a separate "black" culture.
My first reaction at the mention of Black
History week was "why should we have a Black
History week when we don't have a White
History week?" But then I realized that we have
white history week every other week of the year.
We don't study American history, we study white
American history. We need to have a Black
History week because as Eric Jarman pointed
out, "How can you actually love me when you
don't even know about me?" If we want to know
the black people on this campus, we need to hear
about black history. They know about us,
because they have been forced to learn by our
white system. But we don't even want to hear
about them. As William Chesley said, "I have
never celebrated a Black History Week - - I have
only defended one."
So they have appealed to us, through Black
History Week, to hear about their culture dif
ference and accept it. Rather than trying to see
them as black-skinned white people, and trying
to fit our culture into them, we must see them as
black people with a different culture, not better
or worse than ours, but different from ours. As
Eric pointed out, we can learn from each other's
cultures.
So let's listen when they tell us of their culture.
Let's learn what they are really like inside. Let's
accept them as they are, not as they should be
according to our culture. Then perhaps next year
during Black History Week we won't have to be
told of our prejudice and racism.
Bill Wallace III
Guest Editoralist

Where is perfection?
Last term I spoke in chapel
about where to look for the
perfection that God requires of
us. (Matt. 5:48) I referred to a
godly graduate school professor
who always concluded his
prayers with the words, "In the
fellowship of Christ, by the power
of His Spirit, and for the glory of
God." I said that pertection is
found in a life of perfect
relationship, a life of perfect
reliance, and a life of perfect
God-glorifying love.
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ARE YOU THE KIND WHO
RUNS FROM A PROBLEM,
CHARLIE BROWN ?

NO,BY60ILY! I'LL STAY
AND FIGHT! I'LL USE ALL

THE 5TREN6TH AND TALENT
I P055E55 TO PROVE
MY CAUSE WAS JUST.'

YOU'P BETTER
RUN AWAY! ,
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It is the policy of Taylor
University not to discriminate
on the basis of race, national
origin, or sex in its
educational programs, ac
tivities, or employment
policies, as required by Title)
VI of the Civil Rights Act and
Title IX of the 1972 Education
Amendments. Inquiries
regarding compliance may be
directed to Dr. Robert D.
Pitts,
Administration
Building, Taylor University
(998-2751, ext. 204 or 381) or to
the Director of the Office of
Civil Rights, Department of
Health,
Education
and
Welfare, Washington, D.C.

This New Testament truth
expands and enlightens the Old
Testament text I am using here,
II Chron. 16:9. Here God is taking
the initiative to seek us out from
anywhere in the earth. His eyes
"search to and fro throughout the
whole earth." For what? For
"people whose hearts are perfect
toward Him." He does not say He
is looking for people whose
behavior or performance is
perfect. Rather, it is for people
whose "hearts are perfect toward
Him." Every word here is im
portant: heart perfect toward
Him.
This is a description of an at
titude, of a state of being. It in
cludes a recognition of need. It
includes an awareness of

weakness and helplessness. It
includes a hunger for that help
from a source outside, and yet
within, us. It includes a
willingness to be helped, and to
let the glory reflect on Him. He
wants to "show His great power
by helping us."
This perfection of attitude
includes the recognition of "His
strength is made perfect in our
weakness" (II Cor. 12:9), and
that "when I am weak, then He is
strong."
(II Cor. 12:10)
Think of it! He finds His great
perfection and fulfillment against
the background of our "hearts
perfect toward Him."
Milo A. Rediger
Chancellor

Even the Bible acknowledges
Dear Editor:
There are few things in all of the desirability of learning.
God's magnificant creation more Proverbs 1:2-5 say,
"To know wisdom and
beautiful than the rainbow. It's
instruction; to perceive the
delicate splendor is unmatched
words of understanding;
as colors intertwine to form the
To receive the instruction
archway to the heavens.
of wisdom, justice, and
However, without a storm, there
judgment, and equity;
would be no such beauty.
To give subtilty to the
Taylor has just experienced a
simple, to the young man
very challenging week. The
knowledge and discretion.
passing of Black History Week
A wise man will hear, and
1977 has taught me new lessons
will increase learning; and a
and brought me to a greater
man of understanding shall
awareness. We are all such a
attain unto wise counsels:"
variegated breed here at T.U. but
But is it proper for us to em
through the love and power of
Jesus Christ we are tied together. phasize learning on Sunday? This
It is nothing short of a miracle question brings us to my second
that any harmony could possibly point.
It seems mandatory, in my
exist.
Therefore, let's not crawl back opinon, to allow the student body
into our smug situations of to aid in making such a decision
security, but let's take the in which there are no con
challenge offered . . . that is love troversial qualms, but simply the
for all. As parts of God's creation right to have study facilities
let's allow him to form in us the available. If the majority still
kind of Christian community we indicate that Sunday hours are
not appropriate, then obviously
are capable of becoming.
We all know it takes just this such action is not conducive to
kind of storm to bring such a Taylor standards.
Tom Johnson
rainbow, let's not settle for less!!
Daniel S. Wolgemuth

Dear Editor,
Another Black History Week is
Dear Editor;
gone and once again I have heard
As a student I am disheartened that which makes resounding
with the decision made against echos across campus, "you
library hours on Sunday. My honkys can't, don't and won't
knowledge is limited on the understand us Blacks," "you
subject, but it seems as though can't be true Christians, you've
student opinion has been never been oppressed," and of
neglected as to what is ap course the classic "my ancestors
propriate
in
such
cir were slaves or lynched, etc., etc.,
cumstances. I give two reasons etc."
why the decision should be
Personally, I am nauseated. I
reconsidered.
refuse to apologize for being
My first reason is philosophical white. I am told to accept the
in nature as to individual Black man as an equal and yet
priorities. It seems rather con his differences are shoved down
tradictory for the administration my throat. I am asked to un
to say they do not want to en derstand these differences and
courage us to study on Sunday, then told he is just another
but yet allow the Student Union to human being, no different from
be open. I'm not implying that the myself, and to accept him as
Union should be closed, quite the a fellow Christian. If a few people
contrary, it's just that if one was make things uncomfortable
given as list of priorities, him, I am accused of being a
studying would rank higher than "sugar coated Christian." If I try
, fun and games, depending on the
student's particular needs at that
Cont. pg. 4
moment.
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As others see it cont. from pg. 3
to accept him on my level I am
accused of making atonement for
history and "white washing"
him. If I compliment him I am
accused of mocking who he is and
segregating him. There is a
paradox there somewhere.
I have a history too.I am white,
middle class, brought up in the
suburbs of a good sized city. The
longest I have been in the ghetto
is two weeks about eight years
ago and I remember little. No, I
do not understand what it means
to be forced to live in an op
pressive environment. No, I do
not know what blackness is all
about. No,I do not understand all
of the Black man's problems. But
can I ever know without actually
being an oppressed Black, Or,
more to the point, do I have to
know before I can relate on a
human, personal basis? Do not
get me wrong, I think Black
History Week is a good idea. As
Christians
we
should strive to understand all
people better. But instead of a
look at the problems of a people
or insight into how to relate to the
Black man. Black History week
each year becomes a forum for
making the white Christian sorry
and ashamed and meanwhile
making them feel bitter. Each
year 1have beenreprimanded for
being who I am and crucified for
l he acts of other whites, past and
present. And not only haveIbeen
insulted, but my Christianity has
been questioned.

Many of us are guilty of Loking
at the Black man as a group and
not as individuals with a cultural,
historical past of their own.
Maybe many of us do not like soul
music and do not like to eat
greens and cornbread. But does
that make me any less of a
Christian? I think not.
We each have a history. We
each have an environment in
which we were raised. That
makes us who we are. If our past
experiences were different,
great ; then we will probably be
different beings but we can still
relate. Eric Jarman accused us
of "looking at (him) as an in
dividual and not as a Black
person." I can only relate to a
person as an individual, whether
they be Black or white. If won is
different than I, then it may take
more time and understanding to
relate, but I can relate. Eric also
asked, "how can (we) actually
love (him) when (we) don't even
know about (him)?" I can know
everything about someone and
still fail to know them. Is it more
important that we know facts or
should we strive to know beings.
Martin Buber speaks of the "Ithou" and the "I-it" relation
ships. The "I-it" relationship,
knowing facts about someone,
profits one little. One can only
come to grips with another being
through the "I-thou" relation
ships when one being, influenced
by facts, meets another being,
influenced by his own set of facts.

Eastern Baptist
Seminary h a s . . .
A new Communications Center
with color television cameras, video and audio
recording systems, radio station, media center, and
much more, for developing a minister's skills in
communicating the Gospel.

This relationship requires not
knowing a person as a member of
a group but as a unique individual
being regardless of where they
have been. Only then can I truly
love him.
I think Black History Week is a
good idea so that we can un
derstand the Black experience
better.I am not trying to say that
bad attitudes do not exist. But
lets get off the soapbox.Iam sick
of being called "honky" and
"sugar coated Christian."
Robert A. Mitchell

Dear Editors:
I wish to commend Mr.
Newman for his response
to
"Energy Savings . . ?"
(ECHO, Feb. 11). Not only did he
tell us what Taylor is doing as a
whole, but he gave each of us
direction as to what we can do
individually to save energy. All
too often, we students point our
fingers at the Administration and
say, "Do something!" It is time
that each of us realized that we
have a responsibility to ourselves
as well as to God to conserve
energy and that it will take in
dividual effort to achieve this
goal.
Also, Mr. Newman asked for
suggestions from the student
body. If any of you have an idea,
don't let this opportunity pass you
by w rite him, or better yet, set up
an appointment to see him. Let
him know what you think. (I
wouldn't suggest calling, that's
only "the next best thing to being
there.")
Sincerely,
Bill Robins
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Food for thought
MONDAY

Mar.7-13

BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
eggs with bacon bits, toast,
butter, jelly, Cream of Wheat.
LUNCH — Minestrone soup,
turkey club sandwich, macaroni
and cheese, potato chips,
chopped broccoli, winter mix
vegetables.
DINNER:
Fried shrimp,
ground beef stroganoff, buttered
noodles, whipped potatoes, brown
gravy, French green beans,
sliced carrots.
TUESDAY

Moore's
Foodland
eicomta Taylor students
hungry or. otherwise

BREAKFAST — Blueberry hot
cakes, syrup-butter, Ralston.
LUNCH — Cream of mushroom
soup, 3 D sandwich, BBQ ribs,
French fried potatoes, Lima
beans, buttered beets.

Expanded and reorganized library facilities with
access to a nationwide computer network.
Evangelical outlook, biblical emphasis,

outstanding faculty, and full accreditation for the
M.A.R., M.Div. andD.Min. degrees.

The Eastern Baptist
Theological Seminary

Eastern admits students without reference to race, sex, national or ethnic origin.

^Someday "You
may need it.
Thursday

Dr. Daniel E. Weiss, President
The Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Lancaster and City Avenues
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151
Please send Seminary information to:
Name

.

Address

Year of college graduation .

WEDNESDAY

BREAKFAST — Scrambled
eggs, sausage patties, toastbutter-jelly, oatmeal.
LUNCH — Chicken noodle
soup, dagwood sandwich, beef,
tomato and macaroni casserole,
potato chips, cut green beans,
spiced apple rings.
DINNER — Veal Italiano, pork
tips and mushrooms, buttered
rice, oven browned potatoes,
seasoned cauliflower, buttered
corn.
THURSDAY

BREAKFAST — French toast,
syrup-butter. Cream of Wheat.
LUNCH — Cream of tomato
soup, grilled cheese sandwich,
polish sausage, potato chips,
whipped potatoes, brown gravy,
sauerkraut, Cheddar carrots.
DINNER — Roast beef, baked
lasagna, whipped potatoes,
brown gravy, buttered pea,
succotash.
FRIDAY

strong field education program,
courses for individual interests,
interdenominational student body,

Lancaster and City Avenues
Philadelphia, Pa. 19151

DINNER — Baked ham steak,
Salisbury steak with mushroopis,
whipped potatoes, brown gravy,
mixed vegetables, white hominy.

tWk \i
In +We

StueleMUnior\

BREAKFAST — Scrambled
eggs with bacon bits, toastbutter-jelly, Ralson.
LUNCH — Vegetable soup,
chicken salad sandwich, fried cod
fillets, potato chips, hashbron
potatoes, baked acron squash,
stewed tomatoes, bread-butter.
DINNER — Baked pork chops,
creamed chipped beef, hot
biscuits, augratin potatoes,
California mix, spiced apple
rings.
SATURDAY

BREAKFAST
— Waffles,
smokies sausage, syrup-butter,
oatmeal.
DINNER — Waffles, smokies
sausage, syrup-butter, pot roast
beef, buttered noodles, whipped
potatoes, brown gravy, mixed
vegetables, chicken noodle soup.
DINNER — Meat loaf, beef pot
pie, pastry crust, whipped
potatoes, brown gravy, buttered
corn,seasoned spinach.
SUNDAY

BREAKFAST - Oatmeal, hot
chocolate.
LUNCH — Roast pork, baked
chicken, whipped potatoes,
poultry gravy, cobetts corn,
'buttered peas.
DINNER — Sausage pizza, hot
dog sandwich, potato chips, chili
con came.
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Gripevine
I hope I can be forgiven for
using one of my own personal
gripes in the column this week,
but it raises some questions that
must be resolved.
In the SGO minutes last week
was a small item concerning
Sunday library hours. In
response to an SGO inquiry, the
administration had stated that
the library was not open on
Sunday because they did not want
to encourage students to study on
that day.
I was flabbergasted! Confident
that there had been a mistake,
that there was some qualifier to
this statement which had been
left out, I contacted Paige
Sheard in order to verify the
information I had. My worst
fears were confirmed, however,
when she assured me that the
minutes were correct.
This policy of the ad
ministration is an affront to the
intelligence of the entire student
body for its shallowness and lack
of consistent application.
The classic questions are: Why
do the gym and union remain
open on Sunday? Should students
be permitted to work in the
Dining Commons on Sunday?
Granted, food and exercise are
necessary parts of our lives, but
as a student, so is studying - - lots
of it.
indiscriminately chosen to he
encouraged on campus? If we
take one divine injunction, should
we not take them all? Will the
Dining Commons go kosher? Will
there be sacrificial lambs in
chapel?
If the reason for the library
being closed on Sunday was due
to economic considerations, it
would not be difficult to find
students in sympathy with the
Administration's position.
Spiraling costs in our tuitions are
clear evidence that there is not a
whole lot of cash to go around.
However, Paige informed me
that Alice Holcombe, a librarian,
has stated that is is "feasible" to
open the library on Sunday. It is
still possible that "feasible"
refers only to the logistics of the
situation and does not encompass
the financial aspects. Be that as it
may, money was not given as a
reason for keeping the library
closed.
might suggest that the
n I
administration is deluding itself
if they think that keeping the
library closed on Sunday
discourages studying - - it merely
hinders the student's efforts.
Check out the study-rooms in the
basement of the library some
Sunday afternoon. The findings
there do not suggest that studying
has been retarded in the least.
The same can be said for dorm
lounges or any quiet place on
campus.

Walnut
Crtok
Golf
Couriff
"the Tavlor
team's course
400S t 725E
tn Cram. Cu
998-7651

Unfortunately, assignments in
class do not cease to exist on
Sunday. Homework must be
ready and papers prepared, but
the fact that these things must
often be done on Sunday should
not be blamed on inconsiderate
professors or unorganized and
procrastinating students. The
professors at this university are
under a severe handicap. In the
past few years, the tuition at
Taylor has risen steadily, while
our class time has been gradually
reduced by several weeks. In
order to maintain some sem
blance of academic excellence
and cover a respectable amount
of material in the short time
allotted them, the professors
must be rigorous in the demands
they place upon the student. In
turn, even the most efficient and
highly organized student on
campus would rarely find himself
with a free Sunday.
I suppose that there is not a
student on campus who would not
love to have Sunday as a day of
rest and relaxation, a day to give
the Lord his dues. Unfortunately,
however, the requirements of
being a college student dictate
otherwise. If someone can show
me how to have the best of both
worlds, I would be much obliged.
I do not feel, though that

Wendell P. H'obbs

On your
problems

spirituality can substitute for
academic mediocrity.
The essence of the issue is not
whether or not the library is
open on Sunday. The question is
whether our Christian ideals can
peacefully co-exist with some
sort of academic excellence.
I would like to issue an open
invitation to the Administraton to
respond in this column to the
library issue and its broader
context.

Save a computer
by Sharon Craig
All those taking Introduction to
Computing are finding out that a
major question of philosophers
and technicians alike concerns
the possibility of computers
taking control over man. It seems
that some people believe com
puters could have the capacity to
experience emotions or replicate
humans to a greater degree. I
had not given much thought to
this possibility, but now I see that
we should all be concerned for
our future with computers.
It hardly seems likely that
machines could ever rule over
man, considering they are manmade, but what if they did? - well,
it could be quite the sad say for
mankind . .. UNLESS ... we had
Christian computers!

The first reaction to this
astounding thought was an
overwhelming desire to run to the
Computing center and type in
the four Spiritual Laws. (I
adapted them to an acceptable
form, of course.)
Much to my dismay, the
computer's only response was
"Illegal Entry - Try Again." - Taylor could be in trouble!!
Obviously, our own computer,
even though located on a
Christian campus, is simply not
open to the gospel!
We could have a terrible
problem on our hands! We can
solve it if we work together,
though. What we need is a new
campaign - - "Save a Computer
Today" - - because who knows
what tomorrow may bring?

My Dear Wendell,
I have been unwilling to admit
it, up until this point but I must
finally, dreadfully admit; that
there is not a single REAL man
on the T.U. campus.
I look to my right and see boys
so seriously involved in intramurals as to resemble the
small children back in my old
neighborhood, viciously believing
their cowboy and Indian ac
tivities. I look to my left and see
more boys playing with, and
throwing their ice, as do the
nursery inhabitants on a bright
Sunday morning. Dating con
versations consist of classes I'm
taking, movies I've seen and
professors disagreeable to me.
The good-night kiss has become
the only real objective of the
evening.
I am a woman who needs a real
man!! Someone tender, un
derstanding and showing great
strength in his gentleness. But
alas this remains only a fantasy.
Unfortunately
Taylor
has
become only a bigger high school,
only a bigger game. I am con
vinced, and have chosen to state
here in black and white that there
is not a single man on Taylor's
campus. My challenge to you
Wendell, and my prayer, is that
you may cause my eyes to see
things never before seen. I am
lonely, Oh so lonely.
please Wendell what can I do?
Sincerely,
Womankind
Dear Womankind,
Continue to be a soft, sincer
woman-games get old sometime

Dear Wendell,
I am writing because I need
help with my girlfriend. We have
been seeing each other for about
two months, but that's not the
problem. We talk freely with one
another but we have absolutely
no physical contact, not even
holding hands!
I've tried to talk to her and let
her know that I care for her, and I
even told her that I wanted to kiss
her - but I guess she didn't hear
me because .she was watching
T.V.
How can I get her attention and
more importantly her love?
Lonely in Morris
Dear Lonely,
Grab her some night after a
nice dinner and show, and kiss
her till she stops breathing, or
else kiss her first and you'll save
the money!
Dear Wendell,
Your attitude about girls on
this campus is really lousy. You
make us sound like a bunch of
cattle that need to be herded
around and locked up in a barn
every night. Sure girls like to go
out once in a while but we can't
help it. The stupid men on this
campus are too backward to call
us and ask us out.
Maybe all the girls should say
no to dates this weekend - then
what would you say?
Olson Dater
Dear Olson Dater,
Ball State, here I come! I
prefer pork to beef anyhow.
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LIFE VERSUS EXISTENCE
by Joy Manda
As I sit and gaze through space
I think of many things ;
Of life and friends and even God,
But most of all there's me.
I feel small and insignificant,
But others say I'm not.
If there's worth in me, I wish to
God
I could see it, here, tonight.
You sing and smile and draw they
say,
You even make folks laugh.
You're thoughtful, kind, con
siderate;
Can't you see all of that?
I'm sorry gang, I say to them,
The pieces just don't fit.
How can I look so bright to you
And feel so dull within?
I feel that I am not in touch
With the world that's speeding
by.
Others run and laugh, but here I
sit
Quietly at the side.
Why should I jump into the race
When I'm so many laps behind?
Should I knock myself out for
their cause
Just to say I tried?
To become mature in this human
world
Reaps a great reward, I'm told.
To be in the race and know your
mind
Is the only way to grow.
As I sit and" stare through my
window
And listen to the howling wind,
I'm lost midst indecision.
Should I venture out, or stay
within?

FACADE
by K. Turner
Two people meet,
a glance, a nod, a smile.
In passing, a momentary spark is
lit—
or is it?
One person, all alone,
enjoying a few minutes peace.
Others, in groups, gander at
the audacity of oneness.
A polite invitation,
a polite refusal.
Oh well, at least they tried,
and in ignorance, total dismissal.
A hurt, a need expressed.
One talks, one appears to listen,
but in actuality, bored
because self is not the subject.
-Life-more than mechanical
actions?
Beyond programmed responses?
Does tFiteness disguise the
apathetic,
or the vulnerable?
Individuals, break the synthetic
mold,
stand naked to face an
anonymous world.

WINTERING
by C. Myers
I wanted to give to you
a secret only you could grasp.
But the flowers were dyed,
the poems were trite.
I was inappropriate for the oc
casion
and shy with a capricious silence.
Your eyes, so wise and dark,
abide too near.
And my voice could not be brave.
You left in my hand a folded
tissue
that I wondered open to a gift of
leaf.
A yellow, dry scraping of sum
mer aspen
crowding around the pond.
Catching the moon on their
slender hands,
casting it thickly into the sheer
water.
We dance against the same
burden.
But this is an untuned cir
cumstance;
a sadness that explains itself.
My loving you is tonight,
a homing candle wavering
in a cold and leaky sill.
The shutters are drawn
but light pokes warm
through the slats.

UNIQUE
One day when I was out walking
in the woods I found a flower.
This was a flower such as I had
never seen before.
And I said to it "You are
beautiful."
And I named it Unique.
So I took the flower home and I
put it in a pot.
Each day I would look
At the flower and it would
Give me Joy.
But one day the flower drooped.
It was no longer beautiful.
So I said to it; "What have
I done to hurt you, for I enjoy
your beauty and would do
nothing to hurt you."
The flower replied; "It is not
what you have done to me, it is
what you have not done, you
have not cared for me. I have
received no water or care from
You." The flow^p-Died
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Wellen art exhibit
opens this week
Mel Wellen, senior art major,
will present his varied works of
art beginning this week in the
Chronicle-Tribune Gallery of the
Art building.
The show, which will include
pottery, watercolor, oil and
sculpture will be on exhibit
through March 12 with much of
the work being for sale.
Wellen has just completed his
student teaching at Columbus
North High School, Columbus,
Indiana, under Dale Patterson,
also a Taylor graduate. Wellen
plans on someday going into
commercial art but for now will
teach high school and possibly
free-lance work while going to
school for his masters degree.
Wellen is the son of Mr. and viewing Monday-Saturday 11:00
Mrs. Melvin Wellen of Des to 4:00, and Monday, Wednesday
Moines, Iowa.
and Friday evening from 7:00 to'
The art gallery will be open for 9:00 p.m.

ECHO
Taylor Staff Puzzle
by "The KidFind the followingdozen Taylor
staff hidden below:
Heath
Baptista
Cline
Haubold
Dickey
Kroeker
Jarman
Montgomery
Beers
Mikkelson
Rice
Barr
O R M I K K E L S O N D
B E O A R C I R E D I L
K L N B O I L C S'C D O
R I T E E R D H K F E B
I D G E K B J E E E R U
C O O R E L Y A R A Y A
M L M S R E C I R A T'H
U F E N I L C V A M Q H
N Y R I C M O N B R A B
N G Y A T S I T P A B N

Senior recital public debut
by Christine Bowman
Miss Mona Williams, senior
piano major of Matthews, In
diana, will present her recital on
Saturday, March 5, in the Milo
Rediger Chapel Auditorium at
8:15 p.m. The recital is open to
the public and Williams hopes
that all will attend.
Williams began studying the
piano when she was six years old.
Before attending Taylor as a
student, Miss Williams took
lessons from Professor Abbott, a
former Taylor professor.
Williams will present music
studying under Professor Nordquist, spent the last two sum
mers working with Welita True
at the National Music Camp in
Interlochen, .Michigan. Williams
also won a partial scholarship to
attend the Music Festival this
summer in Aspen, Colorado.
Willizms will present music
from the following composers for
her recital: Bach, Mozart,

Granck, Bartok, Debussy and
Prokofiere. Williams stated that
she will also be playing with the
Marion Philharmonic, March 13.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Marion Williams of Matthews,
Mona loves the music she will be
playing in the recital and she
says, "It's my way of sharing
myself with other people".

Thank you

Mona Williams

Following an extended stay at
the University Hospital in In
dianapolis, Cheryl Chambers,
testing director, is back with the
Taylor community and resting
comfortably.
Mr. and Mrs. Chambers wish to
thank the people of the Taylor
community for their kind
prayers, thoughts and help
during Mrs. Chambers difficult
complications of last week's
illness. Mrs. Chambers stated
she will be going back to work
this week and is feeling better
day by day.

Echo Grammy's
Best Male Pop Soloist

George Miller, Truck Driver
COCA-COLA Company
BestFemale Pop Soloist
Fiona MacLarenfor "The Heather
on the HillBest Classical Instrumental ... "Bridadoon" orchestra directed
by Alex Montgomery
BestFemale Instrumental
Penny Parkin for "FastI"
Best Sacred Song
"Jerico" sungby the Crusaders
Quartet, andplayed several
days from a window in Morris
Song of the Year
"Night Moves" sung by a new
group "Security" with lead
singer Basil Dempsy, and featuring
Terry Jackson on "Keys" plus
Randy Smith on car "Horns."
Best Soul Single
"I Wish" sung by the entire Taylor
Student Body whena rumor of no
tuition raise for next year was
spread across campus.
Best Hard Rock Album
"Alice Cooper Goes To Purgatory"
by Alice Cooper

BLUE MONDAY
IS BANISHED
BY PIZZA KING!

NOW...

.YOU ARE INVITED TO
JOIN AN EXCLUSIVE
CLUB,AT?|*Z4ICI#fG

(where the lower crust is
prepared to please the
upper crust!)

20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PIZZAS EVERY
MONDAY ALL YEAR!

PIZZA KING is giving away FREE

W
[

VawiX

MEMBERSHIP CARDS EVERY
MONDAY good for 20% DISCOUNT
on all pizzas EVERY MONDAY ALL
YEAR 'till September 1,1977*
'Good at participating stores only!

PHONE 346-1388

PICK UP YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD THIS MONDA Y!

M A K E M O N D A Y YOUR
F U N D A Y AT PIZZA K I N G
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Social work speakers featured
by Steve Neel
Several key Social Work
speakers will be presenting
programs at Taylor during the
nationslly declared Social Work
month of March. The speakers
are Dr. Anthony Campolo and
Rev. Sydney Callaghan, "two
outstanding men in the Field of
Sociology and Social Work,"
according to Ka Tong Gaw,
professor of Sociology, who along
with the Sociology department
will bring the two men to Taylor.
Dr. Campolo will be speaking
on Tuesday evening, March 15, at
7:30 p.m. in the Chapel
Auditorium. His message will be
titled, "Christians as Social
Agents." After his message, an
informal discussion will follow.

The Dr. will also speak Wed
nesday, March 16, during
Chapel; his address is entitled,
"Sacred Cows Make Great
Hamburger." In addition, hel
be speaking in various Sociology
and Social Work classes
throughout the day.
Dr. Campolo is chairman of the
Sociology Department at Eastern
College, former vice-president of
the American Baptist Con
vention, and an ordained Baptist
minister. He has authored a book
and several journal articles, as
well as doing his own weekly
radio program in Philadelphia.
Rev. Sydney Callaghan will be
at Taylor on March 14, speaking
to classes during the day. From
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. he will be

talking in the Dining Commons
with the Ethnic-Minority Issues
class and the American
Diplomacy class. The meeting is
open for all students and faculty
to attend. At 2:00 p.m. Rev.
Callaghan will meet with Social
work majors and interested
students in the Student Union.
Rev. Callaghan is well known in
Ireland for his recociliation work
among
Protestants
and
Catholics.
Professor Gaw stated there
would also be a convention in
Southfield, Michigan, on March
31, held by the National
Association of Christians in
Social Work. Several Taylor
Social Work majors will be at
tending this meeting.

Dr. Anthony Campolo

Outreach weekends coming

CBS correspondent Phil Jones spoke last Friday night to a full house in
the Chapel-Auditorium (see story below).

by Sharon Craig
Outreach Emphasis is a
missions-oriented program that
has been held at Taylor for
several years now. The express
purpose of this program is to
keep missions before the 'Taylor
community. Until 3 years ago, an
annual Missionary Conference
was held every fall. Various
mission baords were invited to
come to the meetings and set up
displays. Since one featured
speaker led all the meetings, the
mission boards felt they were
getting no exposure to the
students.
The Student Life Committee
recognized the need for a new
format and changed the program
to include 5 or 6 Outreach
Emphasis Weekends a year. One
or two boards are featured during
each of these weekends, giving
Sunday messages, setting up
displays, and holding luncheons
with interested students. To
further student involvement, cosponsors are elected to publicize,
plan for, and preside in the
meetings.
The new format has received a
very positive response from
several mission boards. The
missions thrust is spread over a
* longer period to give a more
continuous effect and the boards
get the increased exposure to

students tnat they desire.
World Gospel Missions and
Oriental Mission Society are
represented every year, while
most of the other boards come
very other year. TWO, which is in
charge of Outreach Emphasis,
tries to schedule overseas
missions earlier in the year to
give interested students plenty of
time to get financial support and
work out other arrangements,
while stateside boards and camps
are saved till later in the year.
Sunday, March 6, Mr. Michael
Pocock of the Evangelical
Alliance Mission, in which he
serves as Assistant Candidate
Secretary, will be speaking in the
10:30 a.m. service. Also, Mr.
William Ogden will be speaking
on that date, in the 7:00 p.m.
service. Mr. Ogden is with South
America Mission, which will be
represented at Taylor for the first
time.
The final Outreach Emphasis
Weekend will take place on
March 26-27 when Rev. Win
Ruelke will speak. Rev. Ruelke is
president and founder of
'Children's Bible Fellowship in
New York. He has a radio
ministry and does many speaking
engagements
in
colleges.
Everyone is encouraged to attend
these meetings.

Phil Jones picture of the 'changing guard9
by Beth Waldrop
Introduced by Milo Rediger as
a "member of the family," CBS
correspondent Phil Jones spoke
last Saturday night on "The
Changing of the Guard: Ford Out
- Carter In - Congress on Guard"
to a crowd of 800 people.
Jones claimed that Ford lost
the election because "he was
more liked than respected.'
According to Jones, Ford
deceived the American people
about Nixon's guilt as much as
any other member of the ad
ministration. Ford continued to
publicly defend Nixon even after
he knew of the former
President's guilt.
The Fairmount native also said
that Ford lost the election due to
the two R's - - Vice President
Rockefeller and Gov. Reagan.
The choice of Rockefeller as Vice

President angered the con
servative members of the
Republican party thus costing
Ford their support. Ford lost the
support of the party moderates
when Rocky was taken off the
1976 ticket.
Reagan painted Ford as a
"bungler" before the American
people while Ford faced the
problems of unemployment and
the economy with indecision.
Also hurting Ford were his
numerous vetoes, insensitivity to
the poor, and his seeming noninvolvement with the unem
ployed.
Jones said that Ford needed a
decisive victory in the debates to
pull off the election. At best,
Jones says, Ford tied with
Carter.
While Ford is free, playing golf,
and in good health, Jones does not

take seriously his chances for the
1980 nomination.
The new President is seen by
Jones as a mixture of "substance
and symbolism." The question
lurking in the mind of Jones
concerns the real substance
behind the "blue jean image" of
Carter. Jones reminded the
audience of Carter's promise to
call a press conference in the
event of any CIA hanky panky - a promise already broken in the
light of recently discovered CIA
payments.
The correspondent described
the President and Congress as
"dogs circling each other in the
alley." Congress is now dealing
with a new ethics code and a 29
per cent pay raise. Jones pointed
out that each congressman uses
$400,000 dollars in expenses for
his offices, trips and staff per

year.
Jones answered several
questions - - ranging from how
newsmen read their copy to
inquiries about Billy Carter - - to
the listening audience. When
asked about Carter's amnesty
program, Jones left that it failed
to resolve the total issue and
would have little effect.
Jones said that the press is
responsible to report the news
accurately and "under no cir
cumstance should guildlines be
set up for coverage. You either
have freedom of the press or you
don't."
The Emmy award winner
equated Carter's acknow
ledgement of Soviet dissenters
with Breznev's contacting Angela
Davis, pointing out the absurdity
of such a public action by the
President.

Jones feels that the energy
issue may cause Carter to go over
the head of Congress going
directly to the people concerning
his tough energy plan.
Immorality in the ranks of
governmental officials will
continue to be tolerated by the
people says Jones. He, along
with the rest of the nation,
wonders if Carter is wearing his
Christianity on his shirt sleeve.
Also disclosed Saturday night
was the fact that Billy Carter will
be ashamed of Jimmy before the
reverse happens. Allusions were
made concerning Dr. Rediger
being "a country preacher" and
some strange connection between
Prof. Loya and Cassie Mackin.

Standing left to right: Coach Gorton. Sara Lynn Crouse, Nancy Neihouse, Sue Brooks, Sue Herbster, Sue Behlor, Debbie Fryerson, Roxy Jones. Cleone Hebner,
Cathy Dunica-mgr., Phyllis Vance-mgr. Kneeling: Melissa Thompson, Diane Gabrielson, Carol Svanoe, Michelle Catis, Kimball Johnson, Chris lleisman, Jan
Dunham, Jill Dinham, Terry Peed, Josh Pierce.

Good Luck Trojans

photos by Dan Boyd
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Trojanes win big on way to state tournament
by Loraine Krammin
they could do. Diane Gabrielson
Displaying fine ball handling, had two good baskets under the
good shooting, and strong basket in a lot of traffic. Michelle
defensive playing the Taylor Cates had three long field goals to
Trojanes won sizeable victories help pave the way to victory.
over three opponents to earn the
Once again, showing a great
right to go on to State Tour deal of natural timing and
nament this weekend. Taylor making some excellent moves,
captured this title by winning Sue Herbster managed to make it
over Butler University and In time and again to the basket to
diana
Central
in
the net 32 points and earn the high
preliminaries, and University of scoring title once again. Sue and
Evansville in the semi-finals. Terri Peed teamed up for a
Franklin College was the other number of fast breaks. At one
point in the game, Terri scored
semi-finalist.
In the first game of the tour three consecutive baskets on fast
nament the Trojanes won big breaks. Terri was the next
over Butler University with a highest scorer with 23 points. The
score of 99-51. Taylor just missed combination of Sue and Terri and
breaking the 100 point mark when the fast break proved to be very
a long pass to Nancy Nienhuis fatal to the Butler squad.
The first half proved to be quite
was intercepted by one of the
Butler players. The crowd was eventful as the game scoreboard
cheering the players on to the 100 broke, and delayed the action for
point mark, and were equally a couple of minutes. Ralph Boyd
disappointed when the pass was was called to survey the damage,
and the play resumed after he
intercepted. By this time, none of
the original five starters of the hooked up an older scoreboard
game were in, and some of those and relocated the scorer's table.
pi switched
had not seen much
In the second half, Miss Gorton
game action during the season went to her bench and used some
were showing everyone what more of the players which had

not seen much action, one nonTaylorite fan commented that
everyone put in, responded well
for thjir coach, and did what she
required of them.
The rest of the game scoring
was as follows: Debby Frierson
(11), Sarah Lynn Crouse (10),
Michelle Cates and Jan Dunham
(6), Jill Dunham (5), Diane
Gabrielson (4), and Kris Heinsman (2).
In the second game, played
Friday,
Taylor
reserved
themselves a spot in the semi
finals by defeating Indiana
Central 58-29. Looking good for
Taylor, Sarah Lynn Crouse had
some nice defensive blocks, and
was second highest scorer with 11
points. Sue Herbster took high
scoring honors with 16 points.
Onva again Terri Peed had some
excellent assists to Sue Herbster's lay-ups. Unfortunately,
Melissa Thompson had a nice
long shot from several feet which
was not counted because
someone forgot to start the clock
with 3 second showing. Taylor
held Indiana Central to 14 points

in the first half and 15 points in
the second.
A lot of players saw action, and
put points on the board. Carol
Svanoe had 4 points and "Josh"
Joan Pierce added 2 points. The
rest of the scoring was as
follows: Teri Peed (7), Kris
Heinsman and Debby Frierson
(6), Melissa Thompson (4), and
Jill Dunham (2).
What started out as a defensive
duel, soon turned into a run-away
victory for Taylor over the
University of Evansville. For 2
minutes no one scored, and then
Taylor began to hit. University of
Evansville never scored until
almost 8 minutes of play had
passed.
Kimball
Johnson,
returning to play fter a sprained
thumb kept her out for the first 2
games of the tournament, had
some fine assists to Sue Herbster.
Sue was held to only 8 points in
the first half, but quickly
doubled that and more in the
second half. She ended up with 27
points and high scorer honors,
the halftime score was 34-17.
University of Evansville never

came close to taking the lead
and Taylor went on to win 69-43.
Individual scoring was as
follows: Sue Herbster (27),
Debby Frierson (12), Sarah Lynn
Crouse (11), KrisHeinzman (10),
Terri Peed (5), and Melissa
Thompson and Nancy Nienhuis
(2).

To some of the University of
Evansville players this loss was
quite disconcerning, for once
again with victory within reach,
the final glory was taken from
them by Taylor. Some of the
players had played on the softball
team that finished second in the
IWISO softball tournament
behind Taylor University. Once
again the Trojanes were able to
pull out the victory. Let's hope
the same can be said this Friday
as Taylor plays Goshen College
in the finals. Goshen defeated
Taylor in regular season play,
and the Trojane team will have
their hands full in the finals.
Good Luck to a team which has
worked hard all season and just
missed winning a number of their
games - by a few points.

Spring Sports
Home Schedule
Wed.,March30
Sat.,April2
Tues.,April 12
Sat., April 16
Tues., April 19

Track & Field (Men) vs. Tri State
Baseball vs. Findlay (2)
Baseball vs. Anderson (2)
Track & Field (Men) Calvin, Wheaton
Baseball vs. Bethel (2)
Track & Field (Men) IC, & BSU
Sat., April23
NAIA DISTRICT TRACK MEET
Tues., April26 Trojan Softball vs. IU-PUI
Track and Field (Women)
Thurs., April28 Baseball vs. Indiana Central (2)
Sat.,April30
Baseball vs. Wilmington (2)
Wed.,May4
Baseball vs. Earlham (2)
Softball vs. Grace
Sat.,May7
Baseball vs. Franklin (2)

3:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
TBA
4:00p.m.
3:30p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
1:00p.m.

TROJAN TRADING CARD

You wish you were there
by Jay McCracken
Last weekend the Trojan
wrestlers won their second
straight conference cham
pionship, edging Defiance by
three points - - 97 to 94. Gordon
Pritz's shocking heroics won the
tournament for Taylor in the final
match. Gordon came out to
wrestle a bigger opponent from
Defiance who had previously
beaten a Manchester foe. To the
victor of this match went, not
only the individual heavyweight
title, but also the team title.
Gordon wrestled aggressively
and intelligently, managed to roll
his opponent to his back, and
pinned him with only one second
remaining in the first period.
Gordon collapsed to the mat in
utter amazement that he had won
it all for Taylor; a definite
highlight of Gordon's career.
For Taylor to even have a shot
at the title, they needed several
outstanding performances. Going
into the finals, Defiance had

seven men left and Taylor had
six. Anderson and Wilmington
were in a distant third and fourth,
respectively.
Dave Miles started the finals
off right by winning an 8-0
decision over his Defiance foe.
When Glenn Guerin beat
Anderson's Doug Stahl 11-7, both
All-Americans, Taylor took a
slim lead. However, in the middle
weights 134, 142, 150, and 158,
Taylor had no one in the finals.
Defiance's Mark Ott won the title
at 134 and a teammate won at 142
which put Defiance back in the
lead. Taylor, however, had three
head to head clashes remaining
with the strong "Purple Gang."
Jay "Tiger" Tyree, at 167, ripped
up his Defiance opponent, 17-4. At
177, Drew Whitfield wrestled
perhaps his best ever. Daryl
Rota, an Ail-American from
Defiance, was Drew's victim.
Indeed, he was a helpless
victim; Drew repeatedly turned
him over and to this reporter,

apparently had Rota pinned at
least once. Drew easily won a
decision 16-2. He wrestled almost
flawlessly and totally dominated
Rota. There was no doubt but that
he deserved the outstanding
wrestler award. "Bad" Bob
Lafolette narrowly lost to an
excellent Wilmington wrestler at
190, which set the stage for
Gordon's heroics.
Overall, Taylor had five
champs: Dave Miles, Glenn
Guerin, Jay Tyree, Drew
Whitfield and Gordon Pritz, one
second place - - Bob Lafollette,
two important third place holders
- - Bruce Hamilton and Jerry
Blodey and one fourth - - Dave
Ruegsegger. 134 was the only
weight in which Taylor did not
place. Coach Tom Jarman was
named by his fellow coaches as
conference
coach-of-the-year.
This weekend the wrestlers are
wrestling at the national tour
nament in Eastern Washington

